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The Development of Multidimensional Poverty in Germany 
1985-2007 
 
This paper deals with concepts of multidimensional poverty measurement and applies them 
to Germany. Three concepts of poverty are examined and included into one multidimensional 
approach:  economic well being, capability and social exclusion. The empirical application 
relies on indices introduced by Bourguigon and Chakravarty (2003), and Alkire and Foster 
(2008). It uses data from the German Socio-Economic Panel study. The indices are tested for 
their robustness in several aspects, and the influence of changing levels of substitutability 
between achievements on the poverty dimensions is examined. It transpires that the depth of 
poverty is relatively stable for the period 1985 to 2007. A structural analysis of the poor in 
2007 reveals that the group at greatest risk of poverty is the unemployed. 
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Poverty in terms of income has been continually rising in Germany for the past 20 years, as, for 
example, the German Federal Government’s 3rd Report on Poverty and Wealth shows (BMAS, 
2008, pp. 25-26). Following the idea that poverty is a phenomenon that cannot be fully captured 
by income, the report speaks of a “risk of poverty” due to low income rather than of “poverty” 
itself. Poverty is generally understood as a lack of well-being or welfare (Strengmann-Kuhn, 
2004, p. 3). Using a lack of income as an indicator for poverty assumes income to be a good 
proxy for welfare. According to standard economic theory, income provides no direct utility to 
households. The assumption behind purely income-based poverty measures is that goods and 
services (and thus welfare) can be purchased via markets. This directly leads to the problem of 
the income approach: markets do not exist for every product or service, for example public 
goods, and in some settings markets work imperfectly (Thorbecke, 2005, p. 5). A possible solu-
tion, returning to the concept of relative deprivation as introduced by Townsend (1974), is to 
measure welfare more directly, instead of using income as a proxy for it. For example, Deutsch 
and Silber (2005) suggest measuring the household’s access to durable goods. Waglé (2008a, p. 
560) points out that “poverty is increasingly conceived as a latent concept that has never been 
defined precisely neither has there been a single, commonly agreeable proxy indicator to gauge 
it”. As a consequence, more attributes than income need to be taken into account.  
This paper deals with several concepts of multidimensional poverty measurement and then 
applies them to Germany. Three concepts of poverty are considered and, following Waglé 
(2008b), included into one multidimensional approach: economic well-being, capability and social 
exclusion. The empirical application relies on a methodology introduced by Bourguignon and 
Chakravarty (2003), and Alkire and Foster (2008). The aim is to not only identify the poor via 
this multidimensional concept but also to aggregate given information into indices that should 
reveal further insights into the depth, strength and severity of poverty. These indices are tested 
for their robustness in several aspects, and the influence of changing levels of substitution be-
tween achievements in the poverty dimensions is examined. The empirical application uses 
data from the German Socio-Economic Panel study. 
Our analysis shows that the level of substitution between achievements in the poverty dimen-
sions has almost no influence on the poverty index. Overall, there is no stable trend in the po-
verty rate. Furthermore, depth of poverty is relatively stable for the observed period. An East-
West comparison finds that there is a trend towards less inequality among the poor in (the for- 
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mer) West Germany. A structural analysis of the poor in 2007 reveals that it is the unemployed 
who face the greatest risk of poverty. 
The following section introduces some theory behind the topic and the motivation for the 
choice of poverty dimensions for the empirical application. Section 3 presents a short overview 
of existing empirical work on multidimensional poverty measurement in Germany. Section 4 
introduces the methodology of multidimensional poverty assessment and explains the indices 
used. The empirical results for Germany are presented in section 5. In part one and two of this 
analysis, two attributes of poverty are considered, and the focus lies on technical aspects of the 
indices, especially the influence of substitutability. In section 5.3, a further attribute is taken into 
account and the development of poverty is analyzed in greater detail. Section 5.4 changes the 
focus towards the situation of those who are poor. The development of inequality among the 
poor is analyzed and compared for East and West Germany. The section closes with a structural 
analysis of the poor. Section 6 concludes. 
2. Multiple dimensions of poverty: Theoretical aspects 
A possible starting point for the assessment of poverty is the concept of relative deprivation 
which originates from Townsend (1974). In short, the approach focuses on the standard of liv-
ing measured by the access of individuals to resources commonly regarded as necessary. It aims 
at a more direct measurement of economic well-being than a pure income approach. 
A theoretical concept which goes beyond the understanding of poverty as a lack of economic 
well-being is the capability approach introduced by Armatya Sen. According to this approach, 
the “quality of life [has] to be assessed in terms of the capability to achieve valuable function-
ings” (Sen, 1993, p.31). Spoken in terms of poverty, the “denial of opportunities of living a toler-
able life” (Anand and Sen, 1997, p. 4) creates poverty, just as a lack of economic well-being does, 
too. This means that welfare stems from the freedom to choose among valuable ways of living. 
Besides being complicated to operationalize, this approach is criticized for its focus on the op-
portunities instead of the outcomes achieved, which results in not accounting those poor who 
“fail to seize the opportunities offered” (Fleurbaey, 2002, p. 74). Those critics insist that it is the 
outcomes which are important for welfare and poverty and not the opportunity of different 
outcomes in the past. 
Further approaches to the assessment of poverty can be summarized under the term social exclu-
sion. It addresses the fact that the access of households to resources is partly determined by 
networks (Du Toit, 2007, p. 10). The theoretical concept referring to these resources is the one of  
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social capital. According to Coleman (1988, p. S98), social capital  “inheres in the structure of 
relations between actors and among actors”. Similarly to capability, the concept of social capital, 
or the lack of it, which is referred to as social exclusion, is not easy to operationalize. 
Waglé (2008b, p. 56) suggests treating the three concepts of economic well-being, capability and 
social exclusion as three relevant dimensions of poverty within one multidimensional assess-
ment. This idea is adopted in our analysis. 
After defining dimensions of poverty, the question remains to be answered, which criteria need 
to be fulfilled for someone to be regarded as poor; and accordingly, the criteria have to be de-
fined. The main problem which arises when defining the criteria is that of consistency vs. specific-
ity (Thorbecke, 2005, p. 8): consistency in terms of being applicable to any social context and thus 
allowing for comparability; and specificity as a consequence of the influence of social context on 
the evaluation of certain achievements. Parsons (1940) suggests individual preferences may be 
socially determined to a large extent. The application of an identical welfare function to several 
societies thus seems problematic. This may be a problem for the analysis presented here, which 
explores the development of poverty in Germany. In the 22 years of observation, there may 
have been certain changes in values. Nevertheless, the chosen indicators are expected to be rela-
tively stable. 
In terms of an overall concept, the one of relative poverty is applied, which means that depriva-
tion in a given dimension is the absence of certain amount of welfare in that dimension relative 
to the overall distribution in society (Waglé, 2008b, p. 19). This is in contrast to an absolute con-
cept of poverty, which is based on the definition of some basic needs. (Alkire 2002 gives an over-
view of several concepts of basic needs.) 
3. Empirical applications to Germany 
There is not much empirical work on multidimensional poverty measurement for Germany. 
The existing literature mainly focuses on the framework of relative deprivation in terms of an 
appropriate living standard. Therefore the empirical work on this concept can be seen as a de-
tailed multidimensional measurement of one broad poverty dimension (for an overview see 
Groh-Samberg, 2009, pp. 66ff).  
Böhnke and Delhey (1999) present an analysis on both the objective economic well-being di-
mension and on subjective measures that include indicators of social exclusion. They first com-
pare the standard of living and the extent to which it depends on income, using data from the 
German Welfare Survey 1998 for Germany and the Breadline Britain Survey 1990 for Britain.  
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The main result is that the negative relationship between income and the level of deprivation is 
weaker in Germany than in Britain (Böhnke and Delhey, 1999, p. 14). A consequence of this is 
that even when only considering the dimension of economic well-being, income cannot be seen 
as a perfect proxy indicator. They then introduce subjective satisfaction variables for several 
aspects of life, including a variable measuring individuals’ satisfaction with possibilities of par-
ticipating in social life. They find that the overall life satisfaction is determined more by subjec-
tive indicators and the standard of living than by income (Böhnke and Delhey, 1999, p. 18). 
Merz and Rathjen (2009) apply a multidimensional concept of poverty with two dimensions, 
income and genuine leisure time, to determine the poor. In doing so, they introduce a basic part 
of the neoclassic household problem to the multidimensional poverty assessment debate. Using 
GSOEP 2002 data, they focus on working people and estimate the parameters of a CES popula-
tion utility function by measuring the level of utility by the overall life satisfaction. The argu-
ments in the population utility function, income and time, are operationalized as net equivalent 
income according to the modified OECD scale and typical weekday time for hobbies and other 
free-time activities (Merz and Rathjen, 2009, pp. 6-7). In further analysis, Merz and Rathjen use 
data from the German Time Use Study (GTUS) for 2001 and 2002. After calculating the poverty 
cutoff values for each dimension, they use the estimated CES function to obtain the respective 
utility level, which is then used as the multidimensional cutoff value. Given the three cutoffs, or 
poverty lines, they distinguish different types of poverty and analyze the socio-economic struc-
ture of each. 
Instead of focusing on a detailed analysis of the structure of the multidimensionally identified 
poor, this paper aims to provide an overview of the development of multidimensional poverty. 
Therefore, it applies a methodology of multidimensional poverty measurement to Germany, 
introduced by Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003), and Alkire and Foster (2008). The aim of 
this methodology is not only to identify the poor but also to aggregate the given information 
into a single index which allows comparisons of poverty over time and across countries and 
reveals information on the breadth, depth and severity of poverty. 
4. Empirical strategy 
4.1.  Identification  
The measurement of poverty is generally faced by the two problems of identification and ag-
gregation: the identification of who is poor and the aggregation of information on the poor into  
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an overall index (Sen, 1976, p. 219). In the context of multidimensional poverty measurement, 
this means one has to define criteria for identifying individual deprivation in multiple dimen-
sions. Having defined criteria for each dimension, one has to decide, in how many dimensions 
an individual has to be deprived in order to be identified as poor (Alkire and Foster, 2008, p. 7). 
The identification method used in the following analysis is taken from Alkire and Foster (2008) 
and is called “dual cutoff method of identification [original emphasis]” (Alkire and Foster, 2008, 
p. 8). In a first step, cutoff values    are defined in each dimension  ; and an individual   is de-
prived in a dimension if his or her achievement     is smaller than the respective cutoff. The 
weighted count of the dimensions individual   is deprived in is referred to as   . In a second 
step, a cutoff value   across dimensions is defined; and an individual   is identified as poor if 
      . This dual cutoff method is represented by the identification function: 
(1)       ,      
1,          
0,     
. 
Depending on the size of  , the identification function includes the two extremes of the so called 
union (  1 ) and intersection approach (    , where   indicates the total number of dimen-
sions  , ). All values of   between 1 and   are referred to as intermediate dimension cutoff levels. 
4.2.  Aggregation 
The easiest way of aggregating information on the poor into a single index is the headcount 
ratio,  , which simply counts the individuals identified as poor,  , and relates them to the total 
number of individuals,   (    /   ). The indices used in the analysis presented here are a family 
of multidimensional measures introduced by Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003) and the ad-
justed FGT measures, the letters taken from the authors names, introduced by Alkire and Foster 
(2008). Both are based on the prominent unidimensional FGT poverty measure (Foster, Greer 
and Thorbecke 1984) and extend it in order to allow for multidimensional analysis. The main 
technical difference between the Bourguignon and Chakravarty indices and the adjusted FGT 
measures regards the property of additivity across dimensions, which the former do not satisfy 
in all cases. This results from allowing for different levels of substitutability between depriva-
tions in different dimensions, as will be examined later on. 
As the unidimensional FGT index builds the base for the adjusted FGT indices, the normalized 
poverty gap to the power   (which is a parameter of inequality aversion) is central to the index: 
(2)     
      1  
   
   
   
 
, where     m a x       ,0    and   0 .   
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Using the identification function above, a censored matrix of normalized gaps to the power   is 
obtained: 
(3)               
      ,   . 
In this matrix, the rows represent the individuals and the columns are the poverty dimensions. 
In the case of an individual being identified as poor in the first step, the normalized poverty 
gaps to the power   (   
 ) are the entries of row  , which is replaced by a vector of zeros if 
     ,    0 .  Consequently, the sum of all entries in the matrix       is the sum of all norma-
lized gaps to the power   experienced by the poor. This sum in relation to its highest possible 
value is defined as the adjusted FGT measure to the power   and referred to as   : 
(4)      
|     |
    , 
where | | is defined as the sum of all elements in the matrix  ;   is the total number of observa-
tions; and    is the highest possible sum of normalized gaps to the power  . 
The three values of   used in the following analysis (0,1,2) illustrate important properties of the 
adjusted FGT measures very well. With an  -value of 0, the adjusted headcount ratio     is ob-
tained, with       counting the number of deprivations experienced by the poor. Therefore,    
is sensitive to the frequency of poverty, as is the case in the Headcount ratio, and also to the 
breadth of poverty:    increases if a poor individual becomes deprived in an additional dimen-
sion. With   equal to 1, the adjusted poverty gap    is obtained, which, in addition to being 
sensitive to frequency and breadth of poverty, is sensitive to the depth of poverty:    increases 
if a poor individual becomes more deprived in a deprived dimension. Setting   to 2, yields the 
adjusted squared poverty gap   , which assigns greater weight to higher deprivations and thus 
is sensitive to the severity of poverty. Technically speaking   ,    and    fulfill the property of 
“dimensional monotonicity” and    and    fulfill an additional property of “monotonicity”. 
Dimensional monotonicity means that a poverty index should decline if a poor individual’s 
situation improves, and as a consequence, he or she is no longer deprived in one of the dimen-
sions. Monotonicity means that a poverty index should fall if a poor individual becomes less 
deprived in any dimension (Alkire and Foster 2008, 16). 
For further analysis, the adjusted FGT indices can be subdivided into several subindices.    can 
be divided into the headcount ratio,   
 
 , and the average deprivation share among the poor, 
  
       
    (          . In addition,    can be divided into the average gap among the poor 
  
       
|     | (            . Finally, replacing the average gap   by the average severity   
       
|     |  
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(             yields   . As it will become clear later, relevant information on the situation of the 
poor can be extracted from these subindices. 
As previously mentioned, the BC-measures allow for different levels of substitutability between 
the dimensions, which means that the degree to which a higher deprivation in one dimension 
can be substituted by smaller deprivation in another can vary. Due to its functional form, it is 
difficult to “control” for more than two dimensions in the index. Therefore, the following analy-
sis applies the BC-measure for two dimensions. The index used consists of a CES function and 
can be written as: 
(5)     
   ;    
 
 ∑    
 
        
             
     
 
   , 
where    
   is as explained above,    and    are the weights of the dimensions, and the parameter 
  1 . The CES function describes concave iso-poverty curves in the space of the deprivations, 
which goes along with convex iso-utility curves in the space of the achievements on the dimen-
sions. The elasticity of substitution is     
 
   . The higher  , the better the deprivation in one 
dimension can be substituted by achievement in the other dimension. When   tends towards 1, 
  tends towards infinity, and thus the attributes are perfect substitutes and the BC-measures 
resemble the adjusted FGT-measures. The cases that differ from the adjusted FGT family are 
those of levels of substitutability worse than in the case of perfect substitutability. It is clear to 
see that the BC-index allows for substitution of strong deprivation in one dimension by 
achievement in another dimension only as long as the achievement is not too large: if an indi-
vidual is not deprived in the “better” dimension, the index only takes the deprived dimension 
into account. For the dimensions of education and income, this means, for example, that a 
“dumb” millionaire is treated as poor because the identification method used is “union” (  
1). 
4.3.  Dataset 
The following analysis of multidimensional poverty in Germany is based on household micro 
data provided by the German Socio-Economic Panel Study (GSOEP) for 1985 to 2007. GSOEP 
was started in 1984 with a representative set of around 4,500 households and has since collected 
annual samples, which in 2007 numbered around 12,000. A sample for East Germany has been 
included since 1990. Each wave delivers information on a range of subjects, including occupa-
tion, income, taxes, household composition, health status, education, satisfaction or political 
interests (SOEP Group, 2001, p. 9).   
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4.4.  Dimensions and Operationalization 
The dimensions selected for measuring poverty are economic well-being and capability, where-
by the indicators for the latter can also be interpreted as indicators for the dimension of social 
exclusion. This is because, following Waglé (2008b, p. 65), the indicators to measure the quality 
of life in capability terms are selected as proxies for the degree of freedom an individual has in 
affecting the valuable functionings. In the first part of the analysis, education is used as an indi-
cator for poverty according to the capability approach “since its entire concept revolves around 
staying informed and being able to make appropriate decisions involving choices” (Waglé, 
2008b, p. 140). The second part adds health as a further indicator. The household income is used 
as an indicator of economic well-being.  
Health can be seen as an indirect indicator of social exclusion because a person suffering from 
bad health has limited possibilities to participate in social life. A similar argument can be given 
for education: with higher education comes, for example, the possibility to participate in specif-
ic cultural events or a greater likelihood of participating actively in the political process. Thus, 
both indicators according to the capability approach can be interpreted as proxy indicators of 
social exclusion just as income is interpreted as proxy for economic well-being. 
The GSOEP variable used to operationalize household income is the post government house-
hold income in each wave, which is surveyed retrospectively for the antecedent year. It includes 
all taxes and transfers and thus indicates the household’s disposal income. In order to compare 
households of different size, the adjusted household income is calculated using the modified 
OECD equivalence scale, in which household income is divided by the weighted sum of house-
hold members, calculated by assigning a weight of 1 to the household head, 0.5 to each adult 
member and 0.3 to each child. Although the unit of observation is the individual, household 
income is assumed to be a more appropriate measure of the economic situation of the individu-
al. This is because the overall financial situation of an individual is dependent not only on per-
sonal income but also on the incomes of all household members. 
Information on the number of years of education is used to operationalize the corresponding 
indicator. The advantage of using the number of years rather than, for instance, the highest 
educational degree, is that the poverty gap can then be properly interpreted. Health is operatio-
nalized as the satisfaction with health at the time of the survey on a scale from 0, “completely 
dissatisfied”, to 10, “completely satisfied”. In order to demonstrate the importance of a proper 
operationalization of health, the number of nights spent in hospital is used for a robustness 
check of the measures. Similarly to income, it is surveyed retrospectively. Of course, nights in  
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hospital are not as good an indicator for the health status as satisfaction with health. For exam-
ple, the nights in hospital do not take into account ambulant treatment of chronic diseases. Fur-
thermore, the kind of health insurance a patient has could be decisive on whether he or she 
spends a night in hospital – and that would be more an indicator for economic wealth than for 
health. Nevertheless, the variable is used here because of its cardinal character, which allows 
the application of the presented methodology. 
For the calculation of the indices of each year, only those observations in which values are 
found in all the dimension variables are considered. 
5. Empirical results 
5.1.  Influence of substitutability on the development of poverty 
This first part of the analysis mainly explores the influence of different levels of substitutability 
between shortfalls on poverty dimensions; whereby shortfalls mean the standardized poverty 
gaps. The indicators used to measure poverty are income and education operationalized as ex-
plained above. Both the adjusted FGT and the BC indices are applied. With two dimensions, the 
adjusted FGT measure becomes: 
(6)      
 
 ∑    
 
       
         
   , 
and the BC-index remains unchanged as in equation (5):    
   ;    
 
 ∑    
 
        
      
      
     
 
   . 
In the case of   1  and   1 , the two indices are identical, as well as in the case of   2  and 
  2 . In these two specific cases, the BC-index resembles the adjusted poverty gap and the ad-
justed squared poverty gap, respectively. In the first case (  1 ,   1 ), the two shortfalls are 
perfect substitutes; and in the second case (  2 ,   2 ), the squared shortfalls are perfect subs-
titutes. The shortfalls are described by an elasticity of substitution of  1. Given the value of  , 
an increase of   worsens the elasticity of substitution; when   tends towards infinity, the elastic-
ity of substitution tends towards zero, and thus the shortfalls become perfect complements. 
The analysis compares  -values of 1, the case of perfect substitutability, to values of 2 and 5, 
worse substitutability, and to perfect complements    ∞   for the  -values of 0,1 and 2. This 
results in seven measures plus the headcount ratio. The dimensional weights are set equal to 
         0 . 5 .  
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Following the concept of relative poverty and the European Union standard, the poverty line 
for income is set at 60 percent of the median income (Glennerster, 2002, p. 87). The poverty line 
for education is set at a constant of nine years because this is the length of compulsory school-
ing in most federal states in Germany. 
Table 1 depicts the unidimensional poverty levels as headcounts. While income poverty in-
creased from 1985 to 2007, poverty decreased with respect to education. The share of the popu-
lation poor in terms of income increased from 11.42 percent in 1985 to 13.47 percent in 2007. 
When examining the numbers presented in Table 1, one can see that this income poverty rate is 
not constantly increasing, with the lowest value at 10.22 percent in 1998. Regarding education, 
there is an almost constant decrease in the poverty rate from 4.19 percent in 1985 to 2.44 percent 
in 2007. At 2.25 percent, the population share of those with fewer than nine years of formal edu-
cation is the lowest in 2000.  
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Table 1: Unidimensional Poverty (Income and Education) 
Year 1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990 1991 1992 
Income headcount  .1142  .1124  .1069  .1189  .1088  .1133 .1324 .1193 
Education head-
count .0419  .0411  .0402  .0394  .0438  .0358 .0359 .0375 
            
Year 1993  1994  1995  1996  1997  1998 1999 2000 
Income headcount  .1164  .1184  .1187  .1069  .1068  .1022 .1042 .1111 
Education head-
count .0389  .0424  .0421  .0375  .0336  .0305 .0290 .0225 
            
Year 2001  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006 2007     
Income headcount  .1262  .1272  .1272  .1335  .1379  .1357 .1347   
Education head-
count .0231  .0228  .0247  .0239  .0253  .0241 .0244     
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
When comparing the eight multidimensional indices with each other, we are not mainly inter-
ested in the absolute values but the development of the indices over time. In order to investigate 
this issue, the correlations of the indices are shown in Table 2. One can see that the correlation 
between the headcount and adjusted headcount is almost perfect; whereas both of these indices 
correlate worse with the four measures that take the standardized gap into account, and even 
worse with the two indices that use the squared gap. Within the groups of indices using the gap 
or the squared gap, correlations are almost perfect. All six indices that use either the gap or the 
squared gap correlate very strongly with each other. At this point, one might already conclude 
that substitutability does not have a large influence, since the six relevant indices overall move 
in the same direction.  
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Table 2: Correlations of adjusted FGT and BC indices 
                 
     
     
                 
     
  
   1.0000 
    .9917 1.0000 
  
    
   .7478 .7924 1.0000 
  
   .7646 .8036  .9987 1.0000 
  
   .7694 .8063  .9977  .9998 1.0000 
Compl .7702  .8067  .9974  .9997  1.0000  1.0000 
  
    
   .3246  .3813 .8549 .8451 .8418 .8413  1.0000 
  
   .3271 .3819  .8545  .8456  .8427 .8422 .9998  1.0000 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
In order to obtain a more detailed grasp of the development of the indices, Tables 3 to 5 show 
their values from 1985 to 2007. The indices are divided into three groups, depending on which 
value of   they use. Within each group, one has to check whether the changing level of   has an 
influence on the development of the measure, in order to verify whether a changing elasticity of 
substitution has a substantial effect on the conclusions drawn from an index.  
By calculating 95 percent-confidence intervals for the measures for each year, it can be analyzed 
whether an index changes significantly over time. The confidence intervals are calculated using 
a bootstrap method with 1,000 repetitions. Table 3 shows the headcount and the adjusted head-
count with the calculated confidence intervals for 1985 to 2007. For easier comprehension, the 
development of the indices is shown graphically in Figure A1 in the appendix.  
The population share of individuals defined as poor lies between 13.88 and 15.45 percent in 
1985. At the end of the 80s and the beginning of the 90s, there is an upward trend, peaking in 
1991, where the confidence interval of the poverty headcount ranges between 15.73 and 17.18 
percent. This is significantly higher than in all other observed years, except for 1992, when the 
confidence interval overlaps with the one of 1991. After the peak in the early 90s, the poverty 
headcount declines in the following years, reaching a minimum around the end of the same 
decade: the confidence interval for 2000 ranges between 11.70 and 12.76 percent, which signifi-
cantly differs from 2001 and later years as well as from 1995 and earlier years. In the years fol-
lowing 2000, there is an increase back to a poverty headcount of around 14 percent in 2007. The  
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dimensional adjustment of the headcount to    does not lead to other information regarding 
the development of the poverty rate, which is to be expected from the very high correlation of 
the two indices. As for the headcount, the highest value for    is in 1991, with the lower limit of 
the confidence interval at .0815. Measured poverty is lowest in 2000, with an upper limit of the 
confidence interval at .0668. Poverty is similar at the beginning and end of the period of obser-
vation, with values around .0772 and .0749, respectively. 
Table 3: Headcount and adjusted headcount, with confidence intervals (income and education) 
                        
                                      
1985 .13879 .14660 .15447  .07302  .07716 .08134 
1986 .13540 .14312 .15094  .07057  .07459 .07867 
1987 .12799 .13616 .14385  .06721  .07149 .07554 
1988 .13816 .14591 .15414  .07278  .07681 .08118 
1989 .13266 .14089 .14926  .07000  .07440 .07888 
1990 .13755 .14669 .15530  .07257  .07736 .08196 
1991 .15729 .16423 .17178  .08153  .08514 .08908 
1992 .14264 .15060 .15825  .07433  .07845 .08243 
1993 .13809 .14528 .15262  .07251  .07626 .08010 
1994 .13978 .14697 .15453  .07416  .07812 .08223 
1995 .14045 .14804 .15540  .07434  .07832 .08220 
1996 .12442 .13231 .14030  .06527  .06933 .07344 
1997 .12314 .13085 .13876  .06450  .06855 .07270 
1998 .11531 .12234 .12944  .06048  .06415 .06787 
1999 .11717 .12447 .13179  .06142  .06524 .06907 
2000 .11697 .12222 .12761  .06117  .06394 .06679 
2001 .12975 .13554 .14132  .06844  .07153 .07464 
2002 .13058 .13728 .14370  .06932  .07295 .07643 
2003 .12895 .13537 .14198  .06841  .07188 .07546 
2004 .13104 .13784 .14500  .06992  .07360 .07750 
2005 .13611 .14391 .15139  .07295  .07735 .08158 
2006 .13951 .14644 .15360  .07352  .07738 .08136 
2007 .13337 .14035 .14739     .07105  .07487 .07880 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table 4 and Figure A2 show those measures that take into account the depth of deprivation in 
each dimension. As expected from the almost perfect correlations between the four relevant 
indices, the detailed analysis of the development of the indices reveals no major differences that 
could be interpreted as an influence of the elasticity of substitution. The similarity in the devel-
opment of the four indices to the headcount and adjusted headcount deserves a mention. Nev-
ertheless, while the latter have a downward trend in the middle of the 90s, the poverty meas-
ures using an  -value of 1 peak in 1995, which significantly differs from the values in 1996 and 
1993. Even though the share of people treated as poor declines (  and   ), the poverty indices 
sensitive to the depth of poverty rise: one can interpret this as an indicator for a worsening of 
the situation of those who remained or became poor in the middle of the 90s. As mentioned, a 
deeper analysis of this issue follows in Section 5.3. The lowest poverty is measured for 1998, 
after which there follows an upward trend.  
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Table 4: Measures using   1 , with confidence intervals (income and education) 
       
     
     
         
                                                                               
1985  .01595 .01725 .01854  .02197 .02376  .02553  .02680  .02899  .03115 .01537  .01662  .01786 
1986  .01518 .01642 .01766  .02102 .02273  .02445  .02571  .02780  .02990 .01475  .01595  .01716 
1987  .01480 .01606 .01729  .02042 .02216  .02387  .02494  .02707  .02916 .01430  .01553  .01673 
1988  .01512 .01633 .01756  .02085 .02253  .02423  .02546  .02752  .02960 .01460  .01579  .01698 
1989  .01547 .01684 .01826  .02127 .02313  .02505  .02596  .02823  .03057 .01489  .01619  .01754 
1990  .01596 .01724 .01853  .02201 .02376  .02554  .02688  .02902  .03120 .01542  .01665  .01790 
1991  .01661 .01769 .01879  .02307 .02456  .02608  .02825  .03008  .03194 .01621  .01726  .01832 
1992  .01566 .01679 .01793  .02168 .02325  .02483  .02650  .02842  .03036 .01519  .01630  .01741 
1993  .01483 .01598 .01711  .02039 .02197  .02353  .02487  .02680  .02870 .01426  .01537  .01646 
1994  .01717 .01847 .01983  .02355 .02532  .02716  .02871  .03087  .03312 .01646  .01770  .01899 
1995  .01782 .01929 .02076  .02448 .02652  .02855  .02987  .03237  .03486 .01712  .01856  .01999 
1996  .01512 .01641 .01772  .02082 .02263  .02445  .02542  .02764  .02987 .01458  .01585  .01714 
1997  .01490 .01621 .01758  .02059 .02240  .02430  .02515  .02737  .02970 .01443  .01570  .01704 
1998  .01300 .01410 .01518  .01791 .01942  .02091  .02185  .02370  .02552 .01253  .01358  .01463 
1999  .01352 .01474 .01600  .01863 .02032  .02206  .02273  .02480  .02693 .01303  .01422  .01545 
2000  .01391 .01474 .01556  .01922 .02036  .02149  .02348  .02487  .02625 .01347  .01426  .01505 
2001  .01582 .01681 .01781  .02180 .02316  .02454  .02660  .02828  .02996 .01525  .01621  .01718 
2002  .01592 .01699 .01808  .02185 .02330  .02480  .02663  .02841  .03025 .01527  .01629  .01734 
2003  .01556 .01670 .01784  .02140 .02298  .02455  .02611  .02804  .02997 .01497  .01608  .01719 
2004  .01520 .01630 .01742  .02089 .02240  .02395  .02545  .02730  .02919 .01458  .01564  .01672 
2005  .01677 .01802 .01932  .02294 .02464  .02641  .02792  .03000  .03216 .01600  .01719  .01843 
2006  .01688 .01814 .01940  .02330 .02502  .02674  .02847  .03057  .03268 .01633  .01754  .01875 
2007 .01522  .01636  .01752    .02091  .02244  .02401     .02549  .02736  .02927    .01462  .01569  .01678 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
Table 5 and Figure A3 present the development of the two indices sensitive to the severity of 
poverty. As for the six measures presented so far, the poverty at the beginning and end of the 
observation period does not differ significantly. Similar to the four indices using   1 , the two 
measures using   2  peak in the middle of the 90s. Consequently, this period is analyzed in 
Section 5.3. As for the other indices, poverty is lowest towards the end of the 90s, reaching a 
minimum in 1998, again followed by an upward trend. The value of  , and thus the elasticity of 
substitution, has no influence on the development of the measured poverty.   
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Table 5: Measures using   2 , with confidence intervals (income and education) 
          
     
  
                                      
1985 .00554 .00632 .00710  .00824  .00942 .01059 
1986 .00511 .00582 .00654  .00762  .00870 .00979 
1987 .00506 .00579 .00653  .00753  .00865 .00975 
1988 .00486 .00548 .00612  .00723  .00817 .00912 
1989 .00535 .00616 .00698  .00796  .00916 .01039 
1990 .00518 .00585 .00654  .00770  .00872 .00975 
1991 .00512 .00564 .00616  .00766  .00844 .00922 
1992 .00495 .00562 .00629  .00739  .00840 .00941 
1993 .00465 .00528 .00592  .00689  .00785 .00880 
1994 .00612 .00694 .00779  .00909  .01032 .01158 
1995 .00664 .00769 .00875  .00987  .01146 .01305 
1996 .00537 .00611 .00686  .00799  .00910 .01024 
1997 .00529 .00610 .00694  .00789  .00912 .01038 
1998 .00432 .00490 .00547  .00642  .00729 .00815 
1999 .00456 .00536 .00617  .00678  .00798 .00921 
2000 .00495 .00537 .00580  .00738  .00802 .00866 
2001 .00581 .00643 .00705  .00866  .00960 .01053 
2002 .00574 .00632 .00693  .00852  .00940 .01030 
2003 .00574 .00643 .00712  .00855  .00959 .01063 
2004 .00510 .00569 .00629  .00758  .00847 .00938 
2005 .00581 .00645 .00711  .00862  .00957 .01056 
2006 .00619 .00687 .00756  .00924  .01027 .01130 
2007 .00508 .00567 .00627     .00755  .00843 .00932 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
5.2.  Influence of substitutability on the robustness of the measures 
The elasticity of substitution has so far not had any influence worth mentioning. For all values 
of  , the corresponding indices developed almost equally. Nevertheless, there may be differ-
ences with respect to robustness. This is now to be examined. One of the robustness checks 
conducted concerns a change in the poverty threshold for income from 60 to 80 percent of the 
median. In a second robustness check, the dimensional weights are changed from an equal to a  
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greater emphasis on income. The underlying idea is that income may play a greater role for 
present welfare; whilst higher education increases the opportunity of achieving higher future 
welfare. 
One result of a change in the income poverty line from 60 to 80 percent of the median is, of 
course, an increase of unidimensional poverty in that dimension. The correlations of the multi-
dimensional indices are given in Table 6. As before, the indices of each  -group correlate almost 
perfectly with each other. Compared to the original income cutoff, the multidimensional head-
count now correlates more strongly with the indices using the normalized gap or the squared 
normalized gap. An analysis of the development of the multidimensional indices leads to re-
sults very similar to the original analysis; since the focus of this section is the robustness of the 
measures, there is no detailed analysis presented here. Tables A1-A3 in the appendix show the 
values of the measures, including the bootstrap confidence intervals. 
Table 6: Correlations of indices with poverty line for income at 80 percent of median 
                 
     
     
                 
     
  
   1.0000 
    .9902 1.0000 
  
    
   .8532 .8329 1.0000 
  
   .8472 .8196  .9985 1.0000 
  
   .8429 .8128  .9973  .9998 1.0000 
Compl .8414  .8107  .9969  .9997  1.0000  1.0000 
  
    
   .5084  .4774 .8690 .8738 .8767 .8780  1.0000 
  
   .5000 .4655  .8634  .8697  .8732 .8746 .9996  1.0000 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
In order to examine the sensitivity of the measures to the change in the income poverty thre-
shold, the correlation between each measure before and after the change is calculated, which is 
shown in Table 7. The headcounts and the adjusted headcounts before and after the change in 
the poverty line correlate very strongly, at 0.9020 and 0.9126, respectively. The four indices 
using the standardized poverty gap (  1 ) correlate strongly with their counterparts after the 
change. From this one can conclude that the indices using   1  are robust to the cutoff change 
on the income dimension. Indices using the squared standardized gap react a little more sensi- 
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tively to a changing dimensional cutoff value but can still be considered robust. In all cases, the 
level of the elasticity of substitution has no influence worth mentioning. Together with the fact 
that they correlate better with the six indices    to   
 , the higher robustness of   and    indi-
cates that in the case of a higher income cutoff, the former six indices adapt to the latter. Follow-
ing an examination of the information given in Tables A1 to A3, this consideration is confirmed. 
Table 7: Sensitivity to a change of income poverty threshold 
                 
     
     
                 
     
  
Correlation with the 
same .9020  .9126  .8468  .8355 .8310 .8294  .8007  .7938 
index after change                         
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
Taking the original income poverty line of 60 percent of the median, the indices are controlled 
for their sensitivity to a change of the dimensional weights as described earlier in this section. 
The weight of income is set to 0.7 and the weight of education to 0.3. This of course has no in-
fluence on the poverty headcount,  , since the identification of poverty remains the same. At 
the same time, the development of the adjusted headcount resembles the development of the 
unidimensional income poverty rate more closely: while the two dimensions,    and the un-
idimensional income poverty rate, correlate at 0.5689 when equally weighted, they correlate at 
0.8769 when the weight of the income dimension set to 0.7. Like the income headcount,    
reaches its minimum in 1998. However, the value does not significantly differ from the values 
between 1996 and 2000, and so the substantial interpretation of the development of the index 
remains as with the equal weights. The same holds for the other measures tested, which resem-
ble the original situation even more closely. Detailed information is given in Tables A4 and A5.  
The results of the robustness checks are shown in Table 8. In contrast to the first robustness 
check, the level of substitutability has some influence on the sensitivity of the measures to the 
change of dimensional weights. Within the group of indices using the normalized poverty gap, 
       
  appears to be less robust than   
 , which in turn seems to be less robust than   
 , which 
correlates almost perfectly with its counterpart. The same holds for the two indices using   2 . 
Thus, one might conclude that a decreasing elasticity of substitution goes hand in hand with 
increasing robustness. Since the correlations only use the GSOEP-sample values and do not take 
the confidence intervals into account, which to a large extent overlap, one must not over-
interpret this. Overall, the level of substitutability between poverty dimensions has much less  
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influence on the measurement of multidimensional poverty than one might expect, and has no 
influence in almost all of the situations tested. 
Table 8: Sensitivity to a change of dimensional weights 
              
     
     
          
     
  
Correlation with the 
same .8853  .8782  .9504  .9899  .9774  .9940 
index after change                   
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
5.3.  Taking a third attribute into account 
This part of the analysis includes health as a third indicator of poverty and applies the adjusted 
FGT family as given by equation (2). The same  -values as before are used. The sensitivity of 
the indices to the changing operationalization of health is explored. For further analysis of the 
results, the indices are divided into their subindices as explained in Section 4.2. In accordance 
with the identification method, an intermediate approach is applied, which means that an indi-
vidual has to be deprived in two of the three dimensions in order to be counted as poor, as sug-
gested by Alkire and Foster (2008, p. 8). 
The poverty threshold for health is defined as the median. In the case of health being operatio-
nalized by the self-reported satisfaction with health, the application of the adjusted FGT meas-
ures is limited, since, strictly speaking, the variable is ordinal.. The application of the adjusted 
poverty gap,   , and the adjusted squared poverty gap,   , is restricted due to the problem of 
interpreting the poverty gap in the ordinal case. As they do not make use of the gap, the head-
count ratio and the adjusted headcount    can be applied thoroughly The calculation and use 
of the standardized poverty gap is unproblematic in the case of health being operationalized by 
the number of nights spent in hospital. In order to apply the presented methodology to the va-
riable, it is reversed for each year: for each observation the number of nights is subtracted from 
the highest number in the respective year. In that way, the observation with the highest number 
of nights is assigned a zero and an observation with zero nights is assigned the highest number. 
When using both cardinal and ordinal variables, as done in the analysis which uses two cardin-
al variables for income and education, Alkire and Foster (2008, p. 23) suggest a hybrid case. In 
the censored deprivation matrix,      , as presented in equation (2), the entries remain the 
same for cardinal variables but are changed for ordinal variables: for cardinal variables,  poor 
individuals are assigned a value of 0 if not deprived; however, they are assigned a value of 1 if  
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deprived in the ordinal variable, instead of the normalized gap    
 . The measures are calculated 
using this new matrix. However, this leads to a technical problem of weighting: the ordinal va-
riables are automatically weighted more in all   -indices with   0 . This is because the value 
of 1 is the maximum possible value of the standardized gap. When using this hybrid type one 
has to define weights that try to solve the problem. This problem is seen as a minor problem in 
the analysis, and since the satisfaction with health variable has 11 categories, it is interpreted as 
cardinal. 
The unidimensional poverty rates are shown in Table 9. Apart from a few minor fluctuations, 
the poverty headcount is stable for both operationalizations of health. It has to be mentioned 
that at around 40 percent, the share of individuals deprived with respect to satisfaction with 
health is higher than the share of individuals deprived with respect to nights spent in hospital, 
which is stable at around 12 percent. Since all three indicators (income, education and health) 
have the same weight in the multidimensional measure, this will lead to differences in the re-
spective measures for the two operationalizations. However, since we did not look at the pover-
ty gaps here, one cannot already conclude on how the two measures using the normalized gap 
and the squared gap,    and   , will differ in their development over time. 
Table 9: Unidimensional poverty headcounts (satisfaction with health and nights in hospital) 
Year  1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
Satisfaction  with  health .4045 .4094 .4126 .4258 .4358 .4265 .4323 .4013 
Nights in hospital  .1210  .1225  .1238  .1227  n.o.1  .1055 .1201  n.o. 
            
Year  1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
Satisfaction  with  health .4375 .4498 .4415 .4476 .4440 .4288 .4329 .4028 
Nights in hospital  .1299  .1266  .1267 .1271 .1263 .1309 .1237 .1257 
            
Year  2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007     
Satisfaction  with  health .4006 .4169 .4146 .4393 .4323 .4258 .4340   
Nights  in  hospital  .1247 .1232 .1276 .1193 .1251 .1227 .1196     
Notes: 1No observations for number of nights in hospital for 1989 and 1992. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the adjusted FGT measures to the changing operatio-
nalization, the correlations between the indices of both operationalizations are calculated and  
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presented in Table 10. The lower the  -value an index uses, the more robust it is towards the 
changing operationalization of health: the two headcounts,  , correlate at 0.7585, while    and 
   correlate with their counterparts of the different operationalization at 0.7560 and 0.6062, 
respectively.    reacts the most sensitively to the different operationalizations: the two mea-
surements of    correlate at only 0.5477. Therefore, it can be concluded that the depth and se-
verity of poverty in the two operationalizations develops differently.  
Table 10: Sensitivity to changing operationalization of health 
                 
Correlation with the 
same  .7585 .7560 .6062 .5477 
index after change             
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
Moving to a more detailed analysis of poverty, Table 11 shows the development of the adjusted 
FGT measures for the operationalization satisfaction with health; income and education are 
operationalized as before and the cutoffs are at 60 percent of the median and nine years, respec-
tively (see also Figure A4 in the appendix). As explained in Section 4.4, the focus is on satisfac-
tion as operationalization of health because it is considered a reliable measure of health. Nights 
in hospital were used here for illustrative reasons. For those interested, the respective indices 
can be found in Table A6 in the appendix. When comparing the values of the adjusted head-
count to the values of the headcount presented in Section 5.1, it must be kept in mind that due 
to the intermediate approach used, an individual has to be deprived in at least two dimensions 
in order to be classified as poor. This leads to a smaller poverty index. 
All three measures peak in 1991 and have their minimum value in 2000. Nevertheless, there are 
some differences, which will be described starting with the adjusted headcount,   , for which 
the measured poverty in 1991 is significantly higher than in the years 1985 to 1989. At 0.05613, 
the lower limit of the confidence interval for 1991 is above the upper limits of the confidence 
intervals for 1985 to 1989. A downward trend until the end of the 90s can be seen; and in the 
years 1998 to 2000, poverty is significantly lower than at the beginning of the 90s. An increase of 
poverty follows at the beginning of the 2000s; and at the end of the observed period, poverty is 
significantly higher than at the end of the 90s, back to a level similar to the beginning of the 90s. 
For the adjusted poverty gap,   , the development of poverty is similar, whereby the poverty in 
1988 and 1989 is not significantly lower than in 1991 but instead is significantly higher than in  
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2000, which is not the case for   . Similar to   ,    follows an upward trend in the early 2000s. 
As in the analysis in Section 5.1, the downward trend in the early 90s is weaker for   . In order 
to better understand the stated differences, the indices are divided into their respective subin-
dices as explained in Section 4.2. The headcount,  , average deprivation share,  , average po-
verty gap,  , and average severity,  , are given in Table 12 and Figure A5. 
The headcount develops in the same manner as the adjusted headcount, and thus the dimen-
sional adjustment of multiplying the former with the average deprivation share,  , does not 
have an influence worth mentioning (        ). Nevertheless, observing the development of   
delivers important insights: in 1991, the year with the highest poverty headcount, is also the 
year in which the average deprivation share is lowest, at an confidence interval between 
0.67271 and 0.67936. This means that in the year with the highest measured poverty according 
to all three adjusted FGT measures a poor individual is deprived on average in two of the three 
indicators. This roughly holds for all observed years; whilst for the years 2001 to 2007,   is sig-
nificantly higher than in 1991, indicating a higher share of the poor being deprived in more than 
two indicators. 
An observation of the development of the average poverty gap,  , reveals that it is relatively 
stable over the years: significant differences between the years are not found. This means that 
the average depth of poverty of those who are poor did not change over the years. Since    
takes   into account (          ), this can explain the slight differences to   : while the head-
count decreases during the 90s, the average poverty gap stays more or less constant, and thus 
   has a weaker downward trend than   .  
The differences between    and    can be explained in the same way.    differs insofar as it 
fails to report hardly any significant poverty differences in the period from 1985 to 1995, which 
contains the peak in 1991. Only in 1987 is the measure significantly lower than in 1991: the up-
per limit of the confidence interval is 0.00828 in 1987 and the lower limit of the 1991 confidence 
interval is 0.00832. From the mid-90s onwards,    develops similar to   ; however, the up-
ward trend from 2000 on is weaker. Thus, in both time periods for which the poverty headcount 
and the adjusted poverty headcount increase,    develops slightly differently. Examining the 
average severity   can explain why:   is relatively stable over time, with a very weak down-
ward trend. Since    takes this into account,           , the upward trends of the poverty head-
count are weakened. 
Table 11: Adjusted FGT measures for three indicators,1 with confidence intervals  
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1985  .04277 .04682 .05095  .01357  .01510 .01665  .00667 .00767 .00867 
1986  .04273 .04695 .05104  .01330  .01484 .01633  .00647 .00749 .00847 
1987  .04041 .04480 .04894  .01277  .01434 .01586  .00627 .00729 .00828 
1988  .04642 .05030 .05453  .01462  .01613 .01769  .00717 .00821 .00926 
1989  .04592 .05041 .05490  .01484  .01658 .01832  .00741 .00858 .00972 
1990  .04826 .05321 .05799  .01539  .01717 .01887  .00754 .00868 .00977 
1991  .05613 .05975 .06374  .01732  .01865 .02010  .00832 .00918 .01012 
1992  .04966 .05387 .05798  .01565  .01722 .01873  .00764 .00870 .00972 
1993  .04934 .05320 .05716  .01543  .01694 .01846  .00752 .00854 .00957 
1994  .04962 .05358 .05767  .01600  .01753 .01912  .00778 .00885 .00996 
1995  .04697 .05097 .05492  .01511  .01669 .01826  .00719 .00834 .00947 
1996  .04269 .04682 .05098  .01342  .01493 .01646  .00627 .00723 .00819 
1997  .04253 .04679 .05112  .01359  .01520 .01687  .00644 .00749 .00860 
1998  .04034 .04399 .04773  .01260  .01392 .01527  .00587 .00664 .00741 
1999  .03991 .04391 .04781  .01210  .01348 .01485  .00540 .00623 .00707 
2000  .04129 .04402 .04683  .01264  .01359 .01457  .00575 .00634 .00694 
2001  .04562 .04883 .05197  .01409  .01517 .01625  .00641 .00704 .00766 
2002  .04752 .05107 .05455  .01454  .01577 .01700  .00661 .00734 .00808 
2003  .04630 .04985 .05342  .01439  .01575 .01709  .00666 .00749 .00832 
2004  .04896 .05254 .05627  .01492  .01616 .01744  .00678 .00752 .00827 
2005  .05306 .05731 .06149  .01693  .01845 .02001  .00785 .00873 .00964 
2006  .05143 .05554 .05957  .01655  .01812 .01965  .00779 .00879 .00975 
2007  .05038 .05439 .05843     .01513  .01651 .01789     .00683 .00758 .00835 
Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
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Table 12: Subindices of adjusted FGT measures for three dimensions,1 with confidence intervals 
                              
                                                                               
1985  .06263 .06856 .07462  .67718 .68280 .68847  .30753  .32261 .33734  .14881  .16376 .17857 
1986  .06282 .06908 .07513  .67507 .67961 .68428  .30074  .31603 .33125  .14420  .15944 .17459 
1987  .05872 .06518 .07124  .68110 .68740 .69398  .30492  .32015 .33594  .14735  .16267 .17836 
1988  .06776 .07348 .07972  .67866 .68450 .69037  .30309  .32068 .33696  .14615  .16318 .17932 
1989  .06751 .07417 .08084  .67527 .67962 .68404  .31313  .32902 .34459  .15400  .17021 .18581 
1990  .07095 .07830 .08538  .67532 .67954 .68395  .30825  .32260 .33674  .14845  .16310 .17731 
1991  .08299 .08838 .09433  .67271 .67604 .67936  .30143  .31211 .32290  .14274  .15357 .16496 
1992  .07302 .07927 .08537  .67568 .67953 .68346  .30621  .31966 .33260  .14720  .16151 .17527 
1993  .07216 .07785 .08368  .67858 .68333 .68813  .30455  .31850 .33185  .14636  .16056 .17449 
1994  .07237 .07816 .08419  .67996 .68547 .69074  .31251  .32719 .34210  .14995  .16526 .18067 
1995  .06851 .07442 .08025  .67976 .68489 .69012  .31151  .32744 .34340  .14599  .16355 .18110 
1996  .06231 .06840 .07455  .67884 .68442 .68991  .30414  .31894 .33376  .13967  .15437 .16915 
1997  .06264 .06896 .07538  .67419 .67851 .68282  .30826  .32477 .34232  .14359  .16007 .17756 
1998  .05895 .06433 .06981  .67875 .68393 .68915  .30401  .31649 .32894  .13942  .15082 .16236 
1999  .05833 .06420 .06994  .67855 .68391 .68921  .29270  .30701 .32166  .12828  .14198 .15592 
2000  .06045 .06444 .06855  .67825 .68311 .68781  .29893  .30874 .31865  .13442  .14401 .15371 
2001  .06621 .07088 .07546  .68343 .68883 .69422  .30154  .31067 .32011  .13533  .14411 .15313 
2002  .06894 .07404 .07903  .68397 .68976 .69559  .29876  .30877 .31933  .13416  .14373 .15360 
2003  .06705 .07220 .07735  .68392 .69048 .69722  .30334  .31591 .32808  .13841  .15032 .16191 
2004  .07051 .07568 .08105  .68737 .69421 .70139  .29623  .30762 .31880  .13267  .14317 .15343 
2005  .07629 .08235 .08828  .68856 .69596 .70354  .31158  .32201 .33338  .14268  .15240 .16275 
2006  .07456 .08044 .08617  .68321 .69049 .69797  .31316  .32625 .33905  .14549  .15821 .17058 
2007  .07283 .07855 .08428      .68532 .69245 .69967     .29227  .30349  .31475    .12972  .13938 .14919 
Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
5.4.  Inequality among the poor 
The subindices directly yield information on the development of depth and severity by calculat-
ing the average poverty gap,  , and the average severity,  , among the poor. Following Alkire 
and Foster (2008, p. 30), these two specific subindices allow for the calculation of an inequality  
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measure,   , which represents the inequality among the poor by subtracting the squared aver-
age poverty gap from the average severity:  
(7)            ².  
Were the poor totally equal concerning their level of poverty, the average severity would simp-
ly be the squared average gap. Hence, a higher   indicates an unequal distribution of the gaps 
among the poor. The first column of Table 13 and Figure A6 show the development of inequali-
ty among the poor. It turns out that inequality significantly decreased from 1985 to 2007: at 
0.05349, the lower limit of the confidence interval for 1985 is higher than the upper limit of the 
confidence interval for 2007, which is at 0.05152. 2007 is the year with the lowest measured in-
equality; whereas the highest inequality is measured for the beginning of the observed period, 
with a peak in 1989, where the confidence interval is between 0.0551 and 0.06847. 
The second and the third column of Table 13 contain information on the development of in-
equality among the poor for West and East Germany. Like the overall inequality, the measures 
for West and East Germany are given in Figure A6. As mentioned earlier, the GSOEP contains 
samples for East Germany from 1991 onwards. The interesting result is that the trend in the 
overall inequality is mainly driven by the development of inequality in West Germany. The 
inequality measured for West Germany in 2007 is significantly lower than the inequality in 1992 
and 1993. In East Germany on the other hand, inequality among the poor does not significantly 
differ over time.  
Table 13: Inequality among poor for three dimensions,1 with confidence intervals 
                             
                                                          
1985 .05349 .05968 .06601  .05349 .05968 .06601 
1986 .05293 .05957 .06622  .05293 .05957 .06622 
1987 .05347 .06017 .06696  .05347 .06017 .06696 
1988 .05363 .06035 .06708  .05363 .06035 .06708 
1989 .05511 .06196 .06847  .05511 .06196 .06847 
1990 .05249 .05903 .06532  .05249 .05903 .06532 
1991 .05107 .05615 .06177  .04765  .05396 .06081  .04996 .05780 .06622 
1992 .05271 .05933 .06576  .04338  .05232 .06075  .05389 .06195 .06999 
1993 .05292 .05912 .06547  .04018  .04928 .05844  .05422 .06170 .06940 
1994 .05178 .05821 .06464  .04178  .05249 .06328  .05189 .05934 .06681  
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1995 .04849 .05633 .06422  .03446  .04382 .05287  .04959 .05855 .06765 
1996 .04634 .05265 .05908  .04015  .05006 .06001  .04587 .05313 .06056 
1997 .04765 .05459 .06196  .03841  .05376 .06878  .04736 .05476 .06285 
1998 .04593 .05065 .05557  .03711  .04554 .05407  .04606 .05156 .05729 
1999 .04202 .04773 .05352  .03374  .04195 .05011  .04244 .04902 .05575 
2000 .04443 .04868 .05302  .04144  .04923 .05742  .04348 .04849 .05352 
2001 .04364 .04759 .05162  .03747  .04452 .05182  .04376 .04834 .05298 
2002 .04417 .04839 .05260  .04001  .04774 .05566  .04358 .04850 .05341 
2003 .04579 .05053 .05522  .04139  .04893 .05647  .04536 .05094 .05650 
2004 .04421 .04855 .05280  .05015  .05910 .06808  .04031 .04521 .05004 
2005 .04476 .04871 .05272  .04370  .05103 .05850  .04345 .04805 .05271 
2006 .04664 .05178 .05679  .04716  .05682 .06663  .04450 .05031 .05597 
2007 .04318 .04728 .05152      .04176  .04903 .05670     .04168 .04676 .05195 
Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
Regarding the constellation of the poor and inequality among them, how different occupational 
groups are represented in 2007 is now analyzed. Therefore, a variable of the GSOEP covering 
information on the occupational status is used. The poor are divided into three groups regard-
ing their individual average poverty gap in those dimensions in which they are deprived com-
pared to the average poverty gap of the population,  . The indication       means that the 
average normalized poverty gap of an individual is greater than the upper limit of the confi-
dence interval for the population average poverty gap,  , in 2007.        indicates that the in-
dividual average poverty gap is below the population average poverty gap.      means that 
the individual poverty gap lies in the confidence interval. The occupational status “pensioner” 
is assigned to those non-working individuals older than 60 years who receive a retirement 
pension (or orphan’s or widow’s pension).The last column gives the number of individuals in 
the sample for each occupational status. The percentages of the groups are calculated using the 
individual weights, as in all the analyses so far, and thus are representative for the German 
population in 2007. 
It transpires that at 26.30 percent the unemployed are the group with the largest share of those 
who are regarded as poor. Almost half of the unemployed poor are in a situation worse than the 
average poor. Unsurprisingly, the least poor individuals work in those occupations that de-
mand highly qualified workers. In almost all occupational groups of this kind, the poverty rate  
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is zero. The group with the second largest number of poor individuals is the group of people 
working in military and community service. Since only 46 individuals of that group are in the 
sample, however, this result has to be treated carefully and may be not representative. 
An interesting result is that the risk of poverty seems to be much less in the groups of untrained 
workers and untrained employees than in the group of the unemployed. At 14.36 percent, the 
share of untrained workers regarded as poor is roughly half as large as the share of poor among 
the unemployed. Compared to the about 26.30 percent of the unemployed, only 8.96 percent of 
the untrained employees are poor. For both groups of untrained, the number of poor deprived 
less than the average outnumber those who are deprived more. 
Table 14: Constellation and situation of the poor in 2007. Numbers in columns 1-4 are percentag-
es of subgroup. 
  
Situation compared to average 
poor              
Occupational status                       N 
No answer  2.62  2.79  94.59  183 
Not  employed  4.59 1.19 6.22 87.99  1,181 
In education  3.21  2.92  93.87  468 
Unemployed 12.86  1.04  12.40  73.70  995 
Pensioner  5.09 0.88 6.22 87.81  4,717 
Military, community service  20.98  1.92  77.10  46 
Apprentice, trainee industry techno-
logy 1.94  0.77  97.29  184 
Apprentice, trainee trade and com-
merce  7.38 0.36 1.21 91.05 123 
Trainee, intern  100.00  41 
Untrained  worker  5.83 0.45 8.08 85.64 429 
Semi-trained  worker  1.43 0.58 3.35 94.64 910 
Trained  worker  0.66 0.27 1.41 97.66  1,142 
Foreman, team leader (worker)  0.17  99.83  186 
Foreman (worker)  100.00  83 
Self-employed farmer, no coworkers  8.37  91.63  22 
Self-employed farmer,   9 coworkers  17.51  82.49  18 
Free-lance professional, no coworkers  2.08 97.92 197  
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Free-lance professional,   9 cowork-
ers  100.00 147 
Free-lance professional, > 9 cowork-
ers  100.00 28 
Other self-employed, no coworkers  2.06  1.59  96.35  375 
Other self-employed,   9 coworkers  0.38  2.04  97.58  263 
Other self-employed, > 9 coworkers  4.42  95.58  61 
Help in familiy business  1.57  98.43  43 
Foreman (employee)  100.00  56 
Untrained employee with simple 
tasks  3.39 0.61 4.97 91.04 426 
Trained employee with simple tasks  0.77  1.56  97.67  848 
Qualified  professional  0.79 0.05 0.42 98.74  2,225 
Highly qualified professional  100.00  1,405 
Managerial 0.58  99.42  198 
Low-level civil service  100.00  18 
Middle-level civil service  0.13  99.87  195 
High-level civil service  100.00  354 
Executive civil service  100.00  250 
TOTAL  3.39 0.48 3.98 92.15  17,817 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we analyzed multidimensional poverty in Germany using a methodology intro-
duced by Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003) and Alkire and Foster (2008). The multidimen-
sional measures applied in the analysis have the advantage of delivering information not only 
on the poverty rate but also on the depth and severity of poverty. All of the indices were tested 
for the influence of the elasticity of substitution between the poverty indicators. Several robust-
ness tests were performed. The indicators used to measure poverty were income, education and 
health. 
An interesting technical result came to light: the substitutability between achievements on dif-
ferent poverty dimensions has hardly any influence on the results concerning the development 
of poverty in Germany. One important insight is, that changing levels of the poverty rate do not  
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allow for conclusions regarding the situation of the poor. This could be revealed by dividing the 
indices into several subindices, which give information on the breadth, depth and severity of 
poverty.  
As it is rather more difficult to measure than a purely income based concept of poverty, one 
could ask whether a multidimensional approach towards poverty is worth the effort. The diffi-
culties arise at different points. Firstly, a thorough theoretical framework has to be designed. 
The concept of Waglé (2008b), which was briefly introduced, is seen as a good example because 
it tries to combine several theoretical approaches towards poverty. Secondly, the dimensions of 
poverty need to be operationalized soundly. In the presented analysis, this happened only at a 
fundamental level. Thirdly, the identification problem is twofold because one has to define cri-
teria for both within and across dimensions. When using more indicators for each dimension, 
they can be aggregated into indices for the dimensions, which in turn can be used for further 
aggregation into the poverty index. Alternatively, the indicators can directly be aggregated into 
the poverty index. When applying the first alternative, an additional picture of the unidimen-
sional poverty is obtained in each dimension. As for the aggregation problem, further difficul-
ties arise regarding the weighting of the dimensions in the overall measure of poverty created. 
This happened ad hoc in the presented analysis. One might, for example, use factor or principal 
component analysis to achieve proper weightings, which especially lends itself in cases of more 
indicators than the three used here. 
One important limitation of the analysis is its cross-sectional design. The measures only 
represent poverty at a given moment in time without regards to its development in terms of 
how a certain constellation of achievements leads to certain future outcomes. Poverty dimen-
sions or attributes may be substitutes to each other in the short-run but complements in the 
long-run (Thorbecke, 2005, p. 20). Different levels of income and education, for example, may 
lead to the same short-run welfare; in the long-run, however, an individual with relatively more 
education may improve his or her situation, while an individual with a relative high income 
stagnates. 
Besides its problems, a multidimensional approach as presented here appears to be worth the 
effort because of delivering insights into poverty valuable for researchers and politicians alike. 
This is especially true for a more detailed analysis of the structure of poverty:  one main gain of 
the approach presented here, as compared to existing multidimensional work, is the additional 
information on breadth, depth and severity of poverty. The results show that a decrease in the 
poverty rate can go hand in hand with a worsening of the situation faced by those who are  
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poor. Although the German Federal Government’s 3rd Report on Poverty and Wealth takes into 
account multiple dimensions of poverty for the identification of the poor, it does not report any-
thing about this aspect. 
With regards to the results, it turned out that multidimensional measured poverty was lowest 
at the end of the 1990s. Afterwards, poverty increased again, whereby none of the measures 
allows for a prediction because the development in the past years did not reveal a major trend. 
It transpired that the depth of poverty is relatively stable for the observed period, and thus the 
situation of those who are poor did not change with a changing poverty rate.  
Regarding the situation of the poor, further examinations revealed that inequality among the 
poor did not significantly change for East Germany; whilst it significantly decreased for West 
Germany. Inequality means that the depth of poverty is unequally distributed among the poor. 
The last part of the analysis shifted the focus towards the structure of the poor. It turned out 
that the group at greatest risk of poverty in a multidimensional setting is the unemployed.  
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Figure A1: Headcount and adjusted headcount, with confidence intervals (income and education) 
  
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data; 1000 bootstrap repetitions. 
Figure A2: Measures using   1 , with confidence intervals (income and education) 





























































































































Figure A3: Measures using   2 , with confidence intervals (income and education) 
 
Source: own calculations based on GSOEP data; 1000 bootstrap repetitions 
Figure A4: Adjusted FGT measures for three indicators,1 with confidence intervals 
 
Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 

































































































































Figure A5: Subindices of adjusted FGT measures for three indicators1, with confidence intervals 
 
Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data; 1000 bootstrap repetitions 








































































Notes: 1Health as satisfaction. 























































Table A1:   and   with confidence intervals (income-poverty line at 80 percent of median) 
             
                                      
1985 .29999  .30871  .31721  .15766  .16229  .16681 
1986 .29260  .30061  .30920  .15332  .15764  .16222 
1987 .28424  .29379  .30257  .14949  .15450  .15912 
1988 .28992  .29916  .30798  .15269  .15765  .16237 
1989 .29410  .30166  .31105  .15566  .15978  .16485 
1990 .28476  .29513  .30516  .15116  .15676  .16215 
1991 .30819  .31627  .32457  .16022  .16450  .16888 
1992 .31013  .31835  .32641  .16150  .16595  .17024 
1993 .29580  .30429  .31265  .15579  .16029  .16476 
1994 .29657  .30499  .31357  .15671  .16132  .16599 
1995 .28744  .29647  .30502  .15128  .15608  .16061 
1996 .27237  .28237  .29217  .14272  .14792  .15305 
1997 .27273  .28099  .29017  .14273  .14705  .15194 
1998 .26470  .27546  .28491  .13870  .14460  .14972 
1999 .26899  .27797  .28700  .14112  .14595  .15080 
2000 .27067  .27767  .28394  .14088  .14455  .14785 
2001 .28550  .29189  .29835  .14890  .15225  .15568 
2002 .28629  .29321  .30031  .14947  .15319  .15703 
2003 .28382  .29211  .29988  .14814  .15255  .15672 
2004 .28953  .29668  .30435  .15144  .15531  .15946 
2005 .29726  .30393  .31137  .15586  .15966  .16388 
2006 .29112  .29899  .30646  .15169  .15609  .16029 
2007 .29856  .30620  .31388     .15598  .16024  .16454 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table A2: Measures using   1 , with confidence intervals (income-pl at 80 percent of median) 
             
              
              
                     
                                                                               
1985 .03647 .03817  .03984  .05025 .05259  .05489  .06133  .06419  .06700 .07034  .07362  .07685 
1986 .03502 .03671  .03838  .04838 .05071  .05301  .05909  .06194  .06475 .06777  .07104  .07427 
1987 .03435 .03603  .03765  .04733 .04965  .05188  .05774  .06059  .06332 .06621  .06947  .07261 
1988 .03562 .03730  .03897  .04903 .05135  .05366  .05979  .06264  .06546 .06854  .07181  .07506 
1989 .03553 .03724  .03906  .04881 .05114  .05362  .05952  .06236  .06539 .06824  .07151  .07499 
1990 .03549 .03731  .03912  .04876 .05125  .05375  .05944  .06249  .06554 .06814  .07164  .07514 
1991 .03892 .04042  .04196  .05405 .05612  .05825  .06614  .06868  .07129 .07589  .07880  .08180 
1992 .03761 .03916  .04071  .05208 .05423  .05637  .06365  .06629  .06892 .07302  .07604  .07906 
1993 .03542 .03700  .03854  .04882 .05101  .05313  .05960  .06228  .06489 .06837  .07145  .07443 
1994 .03761 .03923  .04093  .05169 .05389  .05621  .06306  .06574  .06857 .07232  .07539  .07864 
1995 .03700 .03880  .04057  .05096 .05345  .05591  .06222  .06527  .06828 .07137  .07488  .07833 
1996 .03329 .03502  .03676  .04599 .04840  .05081  .05622  .05917  .06214 .06450  .06789  .07130 
1997 .03318 .03482  .03660  .04590 .04817  .05064  .05612  .05891  .06193 .06440  .06760  .07107 
1998 .03038 .03197  .03349  .04195 .04415  .04625  .05127  .05396  .05653 .05883  .06192  .06487 
1999 .03180 .03343  .03508  .04390 .04615  .04844  .05362  .05638  .05919 .06149  .06467  .06789 
2000 .03320 .03438  .03552  .04604 .04768  .04925  .05632  .05833  .06026 .06462  .06693  .06915 
2001 .03628 .03755  .03885  .05025 .05202  .05381  .06147  .06364  .06584 .07054  .07304  .07556 
2002 .03680 .03820  .03964  .05089 .05281  .05479  .06223  .06458  .06701 .07141  .07411  .07689 
2003 .03634 .03786  .03935  .05029 .05239  .05443  .06148  .06405  .06655 .07054  .07349  .07636 
2004 .03621 .03768  .03920  .05003 .05205  .05415  .06111  .06360  .06617 .07011  .07297  .07592 
2005 .03857 .04018  .04188  .05322 .05541  .05773  .06500  .06768  .07052 .07458  .07766  .08091 
2006 .03785 .03949  .04110  .05249 .05474  .05694  .06423  .06699  .06969 .07372  .07688  .07998 
2007 .03712 .03862  .04016     .05139 .05343  .05552     .06286  .06535  .06791    .07214  .07500  .07794 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table A3: Measures using   2 , with confidence intervals (income-pl at 80 percent of median) 
                     
     
                                      
1985 .01281  .01383  .01484  .01907  .02060  .02212 
1986 .01222  .01318  .01415  .01823  .01968  .02113 
1987 .01197  .01295  .01391  .01781  .01929  .02074 
1988 .01223  .01315  .01408  .01818  .01956  .02096 
1989 .01241  .01345  .01453  .01844  .01999  .02161 
1990 .01245  .01344  .01443  .01851  .01998  .02147 
1991 .01363  .01443  .01525  .02040  .02161  .02284 
1992 .01292  .01381  .01470  .01929  .02062  .02197 
1993 .01200  .01289  .01376  .01786  .01919  .02050 
1994 .01374  .01476  .01582  .02043  .02195  .02354 
1995 .01407  .01531  .01654  .02097  .02283  .02468 
1996 .01217  .01318  .01420  .01817  .01970  .02123 
1997 .01215  .01319  .01427  .01816  .01972  .02136 
1998 .01066  .01150  .01233  .01590  .01717  .01841 
1999 .01127  .01226  .01328  .01680  .01830  .01984 
2000 .01217  .01280  .01343  .01821  .01916  .02011 
2001 .01376  .01455  .01535  .02058  .02178  .02298 
2002 .01389  .01471  .01556  .02075  .02198  .02325 
2003 .01374  .01465  .01555  .02052  .02189  .02325 
2004 .01323  .01407  .01493  .01974  .02100  .02229 
2005 .01447  .01540  .01637  .02156  .02296  .02442 
2006 .01460  .01556  .01652  .02186  .02330  .02474 
2007 .01347  .01432  .01518     .02013  .02140  .02269 
Notes: 11000 bootstrap repetitions. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table A4:    and   1  measures, with confidence intervals (unequal weights of income and education) 
                  
         
 
                                                                               
1985 .08554 .09074 .09603  .01868 .02040  .02211  .02352  .02557  .02761 .02745  .02977  .03205 
1986 .08329 .08838 .09357  .01788 .01952  .02117  .02257  .02453  .02650 .02636  .02857  .03079 
1987 .07872 .08425 .08947  .01739 .01907  .02072  .02190  .02390  .02587 .02556  .02781  .03002 
1988 .08666 .09177 .09735  .01787 .01949  .02112  .02244  .02437  .02633 .02614  .02831  .03051 
1989 .08137 .08687 .09249  .01805 .01985  .02171  .02274  .02487  .02708 .02657  .02897  .03145 
1990 .08451 .09067 .09655  .01864 .02034  .02206  .02353  .02554  .02759 .02752  .02978  .03208 
1991 .09990 .10457 .10969  .02018 .02162  .02309  .02520  .02692  .02867 .02918  .03111  .03308 
1992 .08958 .09493 .10009  .01882 .02032  .02184  .02353  .02534  .02716 .02730  .02933  .03138 
1993 .08643 .09115 .09601  .01754 .01905  .02054  .02197  .02377  .02555 .02555  .02758  .02958 
1994 .08761 .09247 .09751  .02056 .02228  .02406  .02556  .02759  .02971 .02959  .03187  .03424 
1995 .08757 .09263 .09754  .02147 .02346  .02544  .02667  .02904  .03140 .03083  .03348  .03613 
1996 .07734 .08251 .08773  .01828 .02002  .02177  .02272  .02481  .02690 .02627  .02861  .03097 
1997 .07724 .08240 .08766  .01820 .01996  .02180  .02258  .02468  .02688 .02604  .02839  .03086 
1998 .07285 .07754 .08226  .01584 .01731  .01875  .01963  .02137  .02309 .02262  .02457  .02650 
1999 .07451 .07937 .08423  .01663 .01828  .01997  .02052  .02248  .02451 .02357  .02577  .02804 
2000 .07725 .08088 .08462  .01785 .01896  .02006  .02170  .02302  .02433 .02462  .02609  .02756 
2001 .08711 .09108 .09506  .02047 .02180  .02315  .02474  .02633  .02793 .02796  .02974  .03153 
2002 .08842 .09310 .09757  .02063 .02206  .02353  .02484  .02653  .02828 .02802  .02991  .03186 
2003 .08731 .09175 .09633  .02015 .02169  .02324  .02431  .02614  .02798 .02745  .02950  .03155 
2004 .08884 .09354 .09853  .01957 .02104  .02255  .02363  .02539  .02718 .02670  .02866  .03066 
2005 .09291 .09845 .10373  .02172 .02340  .02514  .02608  .02806  .03012 .02936  .03157  .03387 
2006 .09420 .09900 .10396  .02198 .02366  .02534  .02653  .02853  .03053 .02996  .03219  .03442 
2007 .09088 .09571 .10065     .01974  .02124  .02278     .02377  .02554  .02736    .02681  .02879  .03082 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table A5: Measures using   2 , with confidence intervals (unequal weights of income and education) 
           
    
                                       
1985  .00693 .00802  .00911  .00895  .01030  .01164 
1986  .00639 .00738  .00839  .00828  .00951  .01075 
1987  .00634 .00736  .00837  .00819  .00946  .01071 
1988  .00607 .00693  .00781  .00785  .00892  .01001 
1989  .00669 .00780  .00894  .00864  .01001  .01142 
1990  .00642 .00736  .00831  .00833  .00949  .01067 
1991  .00649 .00720  .00792  .00837  .00925  .01014 
1992  .00625 .00717  .00810  .00805  .00920  .01036 
1993  .00579 .00667  .00754  .00748  .00856  .00965 
1994  .00779 .00893  .01010  .00996  .01137  .01281 
1995  .00852 .01000  .01146  .01086  .01269  .01450 
1996  .00688 .00791  .00895  .00879  .01006  .01135 
1997  .00682 .00796  .00912  .00870  .01010  .01154 
1998  .00553 .00633  .00713  .00705  .00805  .00903 
1999  .00588 .00699  .00813  .00748  .00885  .01026 
2000  .00657 .00716  .00776  .00826  .00898  .00972 
2001  .00778 .00864  .00950  .00972  .01079  .01186 
2002  .00768 .00849  .00932  .00958  .01057  .01160 
2003  .00768 .00864  .00961  .00959  .01078  .01198 
2004  .00677 .00759  .00842  .00848  .00949  .01052 
2005  .00776 .00864  .00955  .00967  .01076  .01188 
2006  .00831 .00925  .01021  .01038  .01156  .01274 
2007     .00678  .00759  .00842     .00846  .00947  .01049 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data.  
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Table A6: Adjusted FGT measures for three dimensions,1 with confidence intervals 
                            
                                                             
1985 .01622  .01867  .02114  .00288  .00342  .00396  .00094  .00124 .00154 
1986 .01510  .01765  .02014  .00282  .00341  .00399  .00099  .00131 .00162 
1987 .01462  .01715  .01968  .00252  .00303  .00354  .00074  .00099 .00124 
1988 .01626  .01894  .02167  .00299  .00359  .00421  .00087  .00119 .00152 
1989 n.o.2  n.o. n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o. n.o. 
1990 .01813  .02104  .02411  .00297  .00359  .00421  .00085  .00116 .00148 
1991 .01696  .01937  .02193  .00262  .00311  .00361  .00077  .00100 .00123 
1992  n.o. n.o. n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o.  n.o. n.o. 
1993 .01813  .02073  .02340  .00284  .00337  .00390  .00076  .00099 .00121 
1994 .01773  .02027  .02281  .00332  .00400  .00468  .00111  .00154 .00197 
1995 .01794  .02049  .02303  .00351  .00413  .00475  .00120  .00153 .00186 
1996 .01553  .01794  .02035  .00267  .00316  .00367  .00086  .00110 .00134 
1997 .01374  .01596  .01830  .00254  .00307  .00362  .00083  .00111 .00140 
1998 .01359  .01583  .01806  .00209  .00252  .00294  .00060  .00079 .00098 
1999 .01425  .01684  .01942  .00222  .00272  .00324  .00061  .00086 .00112 
2000 .01375  .01535  .01699  .00226  .00259  .00293  .00067  .00082 .00098 
2001 .01503  .01695  .01887  .00250  .00293  .00335  .00075  .00097 .00119 
2002 .01808  .02037  .02269  .00321  .00366  .00414  .00106  .00128 .00150 
2003 .01595  .01820  .02043  .00267  .00316  .00365  .00087  .00112 .00137 
2004 .01672  .01888  .02110  .00267  .00311  .00356  .00072  .00092 .00113 
2005 .01832  .02099  .02369  .00306  .00364  .00423  .00090  .00116 .00142 
2006 .01598  .01840  .02082  .00273  .00325  .00378  .00088  .00115 .00142 
2007 .01678  .01900  .02141     .00261  .00310  .00361    .00074  .00097 .00119 
Notes: 1Health as nights in hospital; 2no observations for number of nights in hospital for 1989 and 1992. 
Source: Own calculations based on GSOEP data; 1000 bootstrap repetitions. 